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In recent South African history there have been two major shifts in power. The first shift happened in 1948 when apartheid came into being and the other in 1994 when apartheid collapsed. Next to this, many people still think of South Africa as a patriarchy because in the past there was a big difference between the power of men and women. White men had more power than white women, but black men were much more powerful than black women. Black men even postponed to negotiate about women’s power because they first wanted to take over the power of the whites. 
According to Robert Ross, “[o]n 26 May 1948, white South Africa went to the polls” (122). He explains that the result was surprising, because the National Party under Dr D.F. Malan won the election (122). Ross also explains that this party introduced the system of segregation known as apartheid, which means that as long as this party was in power, people had to live according to the rules of apartheid (123). The party introduced the system as something quite innocent which only wanted to preserve “the various nations of South Africa [...] in all their purity” (124). “[T]hrough the Population Registration Act of 1950, [...] the Mixed Marriages Act of 1949 and the Immorality Act of 1950,” the state ascertained that specific groups were separated, Ross explains (124). Ross then gives details about the four principles of apartheid: 
state power was in the hands of whites. [...] Secondly, the space of the country, both urban and rural, was to be divided on the basis of ‘race’. Thirdly, the supply of black labour, particularly for mines and farms, but also for domestic work and factories, was placed under state control. Finally, state power was applied to maintain order, and to regulate all aspects of life, particularly the lives of blacks. (126)
For nearly forty-six years people were to live by these principles whether they were in favour of them, or against them. 
According to Ross, there were already indications about the end of apartheid in the late 1970’s (174). From around the late 1970’s onwards, there was unrest and disagreement about the ruling party. This unrest and the riots were the start of the downfall of white supremacy. On the level of the government, the National Party did not really have a choice and had to accept that the African National Congress (ANC) “wanted the elected representatives to have as much power as possible,” according to Ross (204). This means that as soon as the National Party surrendered to the ANC, they were no longer in power. This did not all happen in one day, but it all went quite decently. However, on the level of the people, the power shift was much less decent and much more violent, because the blacks wanted to show their power. The whites had to adapt and the blacks did not show mercy, because the whites also did not show mercy when they were in power. This does not mean that the whites treated black people very badly, but they always made sure that they kept their power. For the people in South Africa it was difficult to estimate the consequences of the imminent power shift. The black people probably longed for the shift to happen, but it also caused anger and uncertainty. However, for the white people it was even more uncertain what would happen with them when they lost their power. There were white people who were not really in favour of apartheid, but who did not act against it either. The power shift was therefore also frightful, because the whites could only wait to see the consequences. This must have caused anxiety, but also panic because some whites might want to escape South Africa for their safety. On the other hand, it must have felt positively exciting for the blacks who anticipated their imminent freedom and power. Because they wanted to be sure that the shift would actually happen, many blacks went into the streets to fight for their freedom, so there was also some anxiety on their side. This disturbed the public order and probably gave rise to more anxiety and uncertainty for the future of the white people in South Africa.
The consequences of the shift in power were enormous, because it was difficult to decide what was best for South Africa, and not all parties agreed on this point. That is why “[a] date was set for the first fully representative elections in South Africa’s history: from 26 to 29 April 1994 South Africa would go to the polls to elect a new constituent and legislative assembly, and hereby a new President” (Ross 206). This meant the transition from apartheid to democracy. When Nelson Mandela was in power, he “appreciated the need to reconcile whites with a black-run government” (Ross 215). Mandela’s government was multiracial and he accepted all races, but nowadays there seems to be no room for whites in the South African government. According to Ross, “[m]emories could not be cleared, and psyches had been scarred [by apartheid]. [...] It will take a long time before the inequalities of the past are removed, if that ever happens” (222-3). That the power shift has finally taken place is more important for most South Africans.

Because the shift in power relations was going to be a major event of great importance, it seems that Gordimer and Coetzee decided to write upon the topic. After years of racial segregation and static power division, apartheid finally comes to an end. This is a massive change for all the people in South Africa and that is why it is such an interesting topic. The shift has been something that some people fought for, but also something other people wanted to avoid. All these people must have worried about the consequences of the power shift, because it was uncertain what would happen next. The shift was inevitable, but also dangerous and could cause an unpredictable situation with chaos and lawlessness. After years of being repressed, the black people wanted nothing more than freedom, but perhaps they also wanted revenge. It is fascinating to see what the consequences of the shift are and how it influences people. Clingman explains why the power shift received so much attention in literature. According to Clingman:
By the 1980’s South African fiction began to be preoccupied with thoughts of revolution in South Africa; Gordimer’s eight novel, July’s People (1981) was set at a future moment of revolution itself. There were perhaps good reasons for this overall concern. By this time South Africa’s neighbouring countries, Mozambique, Angola and Zimbabwe had won their independence. Inside the country the Soweto Revolt had been quelled, but it had initiated a longer-term period of political upswing. By the 1980s an independent black trade-union movement was gathering in numbers and strength. There was also renewed organization against apartheid, both at the local level and on a broader national basis: within a year of the essay [“Living in the Interregnum”] ... the United Democratic Front had been established, the first such mass movement, legal and active above ground, since the banning of the African National Congress and the Pan - Africanist Congress in 1960. (qtd in Uledi-Kamanga 121)
Because of the developments outside of South Africa, there also arose unrest in South Africa, because this gave hope to the many people who wanted a change. Both Gordimer and Coetzee wanted this change to happen and by writing about it, they made the shift more conceivable and more realistic.

Because apartheid dictated a racial segregation where whites were in power, the end of apartheid also meant a shift in power relations. Because this power shift was a major event in history and because it was expected by many people, it influenced literature greatly.  Apartheid is a very well-known and contested term. Although many people seem to disapprove of the system nowadays, there were people in history that were in favour of it. Because of many history books, but also because of the novels of J.M. Coetzee and Nadine Gordimer, apartheid will never be forgotten. Their novels might not explicitly explain about the system, but the characters in the novels live under that system, or as in In the Heart of the Country, live before the system, but seem to follow the rules. When I was investigating their novels, I found many critics who discuss certain elements of apartheid in the novel July’s People by Gordimer, or the novels In the Heart of the Country and Disgrace by Coetzee. This means that much has been written about the topic.
	Michela Canepari-Labib focuses on power, language, and identity in J.M. Coetzee’s work. She focuses on how Magda in In the heart of the Country searches for her identity while she struggles with the power of her father and later on with her own power and that of the servants. Sue Kossew also discusses language and power in her book on Coetzee. In In the Heart of the Country she examines the roles of the characters and focuses on the role of the coloniser and the role of the colonised. Just like Canepari-Labib and Kossew, James Wohlpart discusses language in Coetzee’s novel and also links it to power, because he concludes that the language the colonisers use is the language of power. Wohlpart also discusses Magda’s relationship with her father and the servants. Paul Rich looks at tensions and contradictions in the South African colonial experience in the novels by three South African authors: Gordimer, Coetzee, and André Brink. Rich does not focus on language and power, but instead discusses gender in a colonial world and cultural alienation in In the Heart of the Country.
	Brighton J. Uledi-Kamanga discusses the beginning and collapse of apartheid. Next to this, he discusses Gordimer’s novels quite explicitly while focussing on her use of irony to illustrate the contradictions of apartheid. Dominic Head discusses many of Gordimer’s novels and focuses upon power, sexuality, and bourgeois identity in July’s People. Jeffrey Folks discusses how the Smales have to give up power and how they are precisely in-between two reigns. Folks focuses on the behaviour of this family now their situation and position of power have turned upside down.
	Maria Lopez discusses how acts of violent intrusion show the lack of understanding between all kinds of different social groups in Coetzee’s Disgrace. Lopez also discusses acts of visitation and hospitality which refer to a positive relationship between these social groups. She links intrusion and visitation with the uneven distribution of power in Disgrace, but also mentions In the Heart of the Country and other novels by Coetzee. Joseph McElroy focuses more on David’s life which changes because the abolition of apartheid changes society as a whole. He describes how the power shift affects David. Deirdre Coleman also discusses the influence of the power shift. Coleman points out that the characters have to deal with interracial, intersexual, and intergenerational struggles. The three critics all seem to focus on the power shift in Disgrace, but they all discuss their own aspects in their articles.
	It is quite clear that in some way all these critics discuss apartheid in Coetzee or Gordimer. Some of them focus more on the changing situation when apartheid appears to collapse, while others discuss power, race, gender, and generation. Most of the critics mention the division of power in the novel they discuss. This division is quite similar, because in all the novels white people are in power. This position of power shifts in the three novels. In all the novels, the power shift is related to race, but also to gender, because sometimes women become more powerful than men. In some cases age is also related to the power shift, when a younger generation takes over the power of the older generation. Some critics discuss these shifts, but some do not and not one of them discusses the three power shifts that take place. Although apartheid does not exist yet in In the Heart of the Country, is nearing its end in July’s People or does not exist anymore in Disgrace, the two novelists both focus on the phenomenon of a power shift in the novels. How do they represent this shift? Do the authors see it as a great victory? Are there also drawbacks?  Are there more factors that are related to the power shift? How do gender relations have to be redrafted after the power shift and what about age?

To investigate attitudes to the shift in power in South Africa, I will examine the three power shifts that take place in these three novels. By close reading the novels, I hope to learn more about apartheid and power in South Africa. J.M. Coetzee and Nadine Gordimer are both white, English-speaking South Africans. They both recognised the political sensitivity in South Africa and decided to write about it. Gordimer is politically committed in her novels and very clear about her thoughts about apartheid. Coetzee is political, but less direct and he is not very explicit about his ethics. Because Gordimer attacked the South African apartheid politics directly, some of her novels were banned in South Africa. Although Coetzee is more subtle, both authors are very concerned about the effects of the apartheid system and it seems that they would rather see it collapse. The two authors both received the Nobel Prize for Literature, because they both focused their attention on the political situation in South Africa. Gordimer received her prize during the transition from apartheid to a black government. Because the authors both spent (at least) their youth in South Africa, they are very aware of the static position of power and both able to criticise it. Because both writers lived during apartheid and witnessed the shift in power (although Coetzee left South Africa afterwards) I have chosen to close read their novels. 
	The novels will be analysed in chronological order, because then there might appear some kind of development. The novels all offer a different perspective, although they are all focalised through the perspective of a white person. Disgrace and July’s People are written in 3rd person narration, but the focalisers are white. First, Coetzee’s In the Heart of the Country is analysed because the novel is set before apartheid. It is an important novel, though, because in it there seems to be exactly the same rules as during apartheid. In the novel there is a clear racial segregation which also prescribes a role for everyone. Just like during the apartheid period, women had less power than men. The positions of power are similar in the novel because just as in apartheid white men are most powerful, white women are in second place, black men are in third place, and black women are nearly powerless. In In the Heart of the Country there are two shifts in power, because first the power changes from white male to white female and secondly the power changes from white female to black male.
	The novel that will be analysed in chapter two is Gordimer’s July’s People in which the events take place during a fictional revolution. This novel anticipates the power shift. The novel was written in 1981, and describes a possible future, in which apartheid is being challenged by whole-scale civil war. While the power shift is taking place in the capital and the cities, a white family flees to a black village, to work out the consequences of the power shift for their own lives. The power shift, which began on the battlefield, also affects their relations with their black hosts, and even their own gender roles.
	The final novel that I will analyse is Coetzee’s Disgrace. Because this is a post-apartheid novel, the power shift has already taken place. The main character, a white man, does not realise that people’s roles are reversed. In the novel, the main character seduces a non-white student and is punished for this act. He escapes to his daughter in the countryside, but once there, must accept that he has lost his power because of the power shift that has taken place. His daughter already is quite powerless as a woman, but because she is white, she becomes completely powerless. Because of the power shift, David seems to lose some of his self-confidence.
	In In the Heart of The Country, the main character does not really solve anything, because she turns out to be powerless. At the end of the novel, she tries to communicate with airplanes, but is unable to and she is therefore alone and isolated on the farm. Because she continues to live in her own world, it seems that her future is not very positive because she does not seem to be able to run the farm. 
In July’s People, the main character seems unable to cope with the power shift. She grows apart from her husband and family, but also from her former servant. In the end she runs towards a helicopter, but it is unclear whether this is a helicopter from the blacks or from the whites, so the end is quite ambiguous and perhaps a bit sinister as well. Only her children seem to be able to adapt to the power shift, which could mean that there is a future for white people.
In Disgrace, the main character somehow seems to solve the problems he had with the power shift, because he seems to accept it in the end. At first, he seems unable to accept that he is losing power, but because he has no choice, he accepts it in the end. This affects his behaviour and personality.










Chapter 1. In the Heart of the Country

Introduction
Coetzee’s In the Heart of the Country can be described as a novel that consists of the ravings of a spinster, Magda. This description is partly true, but it lacks an important aspect, because the novel also has political implications. In the novel, a conspicuous shift in power takes place between white and black people. Therefore, the master/servant relationship is very significant. The power shift happens gradually and it is very noticeable. Because the novel is quite vague, it is difficult to state the “temporal and geographical setting,” but “the novel seems to be set between the end of the nineteenth and the beginning of the twentieth century,” according to Michela Canepari-Labib (175). This indicates that the time of action is before the beginning of apartheid, but there were similar rules of segregation in those days. This explains why the shift in power relations is striking.
	Just as in most of his novels, Coetzee does not discuss the political situation explicitly, but in this novel it is even more difficult to discover political implications because the main character and narrator is a very unreliable woman. For the reader it is difficult to distinguish what is real and what takes place in Magda’s head. According to Canepari-Labib, “[i]n the 266 broken and fragmentary monologues that constitute the novel, Magda tries to narrate her story, but her mental confusion and her alienation have gone so far that she is not herself sure of what in her tale is true” (177). Sue Kossew adds that “[t]he reader is dependent on Magda’s discourse, as it is the only one offered in the text, yet is simultaneously warned by this narrating consciousness of her own tendency to self-mythologize” (65). Although it is difficult to be certain and to prove, it seems that the storyline consists of Magda and her father who live on an isolated farm in South Africa near Armoede. Her father has power over her and he is very strict. They live there with their servants Anna, Jacob, Hendrik and Klein-Anna. Hendrik and Klein-Anna are the two newest servants. They are all descendents of the Hottentots and therefore black. Magda seems to fantasise about the murder of her father and seems to kill him later in the novel. This event is very unclear though. Magda probably kills her father because he starts a sexual affair with Hendrik’s wife Klein-Anna and Magda feels left out. Because the other servants have left because of the affair, Magda is left alone on the farm with Hendrik and Klein-Anna. After her father’s death, Magda tries to make friends with the servants, but this is uncommon and Hendrik and Klein-Anna are confused by Magda’s attempt. This also leads to the shift in power because Magda used to be Hendrik’s boss, but after her success he no longer obeys her because their roles have changed. Hendrik and Magda also start an affair of which it is unclear whether Magda desires it or not. According to her, she does not desire it, but this is unclear and she might be lying.
Next to power and the shift in power, race is also an important theme because it creates a barrier between the blacks and whites. The novel also focuses on gender issues because men have more power than women. Although this novel is set before apartheid, it seems to follow the rules of apartheid very closely.

Race
Magda makes clear that there are people on the farm with a different racial background and she therefore distinguishes people in terms of race. She explains that she learned to make this distinction in her youth while playing games with the servants’ children. She explains that “[she] played stick and stone games before [she] knew [she] could have a dolls’ house with Father and Mother and Peter and Jane asleep in their own beds” (7). As a little white girl, she already learns that there was a difference between the two races. When Magda discusses Hendrik, she tells that “[i]n the old days, the bygone days [...] Hendrik and his kin followed their fat-tailed sheep from pasture to pasture” (19-20). Magda thinks that Hendrik and his family are in charge of the sheep, perhaps because they are black. When Magda then discusses colonial history, she again mentions the difference between blacks and whites. Magda tells the reader about “the lost tribes of the Hottentots [who are] to be hewers of wood and drawers of water and shepherds and body-servants in perpetuity” (21). Although Magda is a very unreliable narrator, it is quite clear that there really is this racial distinction and she even thinks it will stay like this forever. Hendrik is also very aware of this distinction because when he first meets Magda’s father, he greets him with “Baas [...] good day, baas” (21). It is clear that white people are in charge and that black people have to be servile and subservient. Before Magda’s father and Hendrik have met, their relationship already seems to be established as a master-servant relationship because of their skin colour. Magda emphasises the difference between herself and the servants when she remarks “we might as well be on separate planets, we on ours, they on theirs” (30). Magda even thinks that brown people smell differently. It seems that Magda thinks that coloured people differ greatly from white people.
	Although Hendrik does not seem to want to do any harm to the baas, Magda is suspicious about him. It is unclear why Magda distrusts Hendrik and his wife Klein-Anna in some cases, but she thinks they want to steal her father’s money, “send for their relatives,” and settle on the farm (54). It could be that Magda mistrusts them because she is jealous of the relationship between Klein-Anna and her father, but it could also have something to do with the difference between blacks and whites. Perhaps Magda thinks the two servants want to do harm because they are so much different in her view.
	Although Magda grew up learning to distinguish between blacks and whites, after her father’s death, she no longer wants to hold on to the distinction because she feels lonely. Magda no longer feels the need to be separated from Hendrik and Klein-Anna now her father is not the master any more. She realises that because they are isolated, “[w]e are outside the law, therefore live only by the law we recognize in ourselves, going by our inner voice” (98). This only applies to Magda because she is the only one who would not mind the servants living with her in the house. Magda thinks it would not create a problem and she therefore asks Hendrik and Klein-Anna to sleep on the kitchen floor. They rather would not sleep in the house and they “search each other’s eyes weighing my motives” (95). They understand that Magda’s power shift is only a contained power shift because of the surroundings, the neighbours, and Magda’s gun. They agree to sleep there, but when Magda awakes and goes to the kitchen, it is uncertain whether they have actually slept there. Hendrik and Klein-Anna think it would be unacceptable to sleep in the master’s house, so they feel uncomfortable. When Magda sends Hendrik to the post-office, she wants Klein-Anna to sleep in the guest-room, but Klein-Anna would rather prefer to sleep on the floor, because she thinks it is more appropriate. For Magda it is easier to ignore the racial barrier because she is white, while Hendrik and Klein-Anna stay suspicious about Magda’s request because it is very uncommon for black servants to sleep in the master’s house. Because she is white, Magda will not be punished if she allows black people to sleep there. Therefore, Hendrik and Klein-Anna “exchange looks while [Magda] stand[s] waiting” after her third request for them to sleep in the house (119). Magda notices that Hendrik and Klein-Anna are “[u]nsure of their footing here, unsure of my customs [and] they eat awkwardly” (119). According to Maria Lopez, 
Magda tries to transform the mistress-servant relationship by inviting Hendrik and Anna to stay with her in the house. The subsequent confusion concerns both power relations and spatial identity: ‘we three cannot find our true paths in this house. I cannot say whether Hendrik and Anna are guests or invaders or prisoners’ (Coetzee 122). (929)
Although Magda wants to forget the oppositions of race and the roles between them, Hendrik and Anna are unable to ignore their differences.
	After her father’s death, Magda seems to aim for equality on the farm. Next to sleepovers in Magda’s house, there is another attempt to familiarise Klein-Anna with Magda, because she wants Klein-Anna to call her Magda instead of miss. Magda wants to erase the dividing line between them caused by racial differences, but Klein-Anna does not seem to want this:
‘What do you call me in your thoughts?’ 
‘Miss?’ 
‘Yes; but to you am I only the miss? Have I no name of my own?’ 
‘Miss Magda?’
‘Yes, or just plain Magda. [...] Come, say Magda for me’
‘No miss, I can’t.’ (111)
Klein-Anna feels that she is not in the position to call Magda by her first name. Because there always has been a racial barrier, she is unable to overcome it. Near the end of the novel, Magda expresses what she would like to achieve: “[n]either master nor slave, neither parent nor child, but the bridge between, so that in me the contraries should be reconciled!” (145). In the first part of the novel, Magda behaves as she should according to that time’s conventions, because there was some kind of segregation between blacks and whites. After the death of her father Magda changes and it seems that she wants racial equality.
	While Magda wants to forget their roles, Hendrik and Klein-Anna stay careful, because they know they are powerless because they are black. Hendrik tries to make clear to Magda that brown people are powerless and have no voice. When Magda asks Hendrik if he minds when Klein-Anna finds out about their affair, he answers: “[n]o. What can she do? What can brown people do?” (122). Hendrik knows that Klein-Anna will just have to accept it. He also knows that it does not matter to the outside world what happens on the farm, as long as they stick to their roles. Although Magda tries to convince Hendrik that she “is not simply one of the whites, I am I! I am I, not a people,” Hendrik does not believe her (128). Magda’s desire for equality is compromised by trying to steal Hendrik from Klein Anna. In a sense, she still exerts power under cover of striving for equality. According to Kossew, “Hendrik reminds her that he and Anna are as trapped in their colonial roles as Magda is in hers” (74). When one day a neighbour arrives, Hendrik is shocked and exclaims:
I am telling you, one of these days they will be back, sooner than you think, along with other people, all the other farmers! Then they will see that you are living with the servants in the big house. Then we will be the ones to suffer not you she and I! [...] who will believe a brown man? They will hang me! (127-8)
Hendrik thinks they will hang him not only because he lives in the big house, but because he will be accused of murdering the baas, while Magda probably has murdered him. The other farmers will not suspect Magda of killing her own father, because she is white and she therefore has nothing to fear. Because it is safer for Hendrik and Klein-Anna to leave, “they [leave] in the night without a word” (131). It is quite clear in the novel that the racial segregation is important and people should hold on to this. Just as in apartheid, black people are powerless.

Gender
Next to race, gender is an important theme in the novel, which shows that women, also white women, usually have a powerless position. Because Magda lives only with her father, she is less powerful than him because of their father-daughter relationship, but also because he is male and she female. According to Paul Rich, “[t]he world the spinster finds herself in is also a colonial one, male-dominated and pastoral and there is no escape beyond the gradual inculcation of new values derived from the city” (72). Although Magda is a narrator who cannot be trusted completely, it seems that her father has much more power. Her father is very strict and does not seem to be very fond of Magda. If we must believe her: 
[m]y father pays no attention to my absence. To my father I have been an absence all my life. Therefore instead of being the womanly warmth at the heart of this house I have been a zero, null, a vacuum towards which all collapses inward, a turbulence, muffled, grey, like a chill draft eddying through the corridors, neglected, vengeful. (2)
It seems that Magda’s father does not really pay attention to her, but she also explains that her father has several household expectations. She explains that “his bath should be ready for him” and she adds that “it was [her] childhood duty to light the fire an hour before sunset” (9). Magda’s father only seems to use Magda as a household help, and according to James Wohlpart Magda was “[m]astered by her father” (221). Magda’s father only seems to order her around and she mentions that from his mouth “echoes and echoes his eternal NO” (18). This could also refer to the Lacanian symbolic order in which her father can allow or prohibit things. Magda’s father tells her that “the maids are [her] business” (40). Magda’s father seems to treat Magda more as a servant than as a daughter. Magda also remarks, “[a]ll my life I have been left lying about, forgotten, dusty, like an old shoe, or when I have been used, used as a tool, to bring the house to order, to regiment the servants” (44). Because Magda is white, she is in charge of the servants, but she is given this power by her father. 
The question is though, whether the reader can believe Magda about these gender issues. It seems that she can be trusted in this case. According to Kossew, Magda “is herself colonized by her father’s authority and domination, which reflects those of the wider patriarchal Afrikaner society and its attitude towards women and their domestication as household ‘slaves’” (67). It seems that it is quite normal in Afrikaner society that women are treated like Magda. Canepari-Labib adds that Magda “could never achieve recognition from her father – neither as a daughter nor as a woman” (184). Magda’s father has so much power over her that she even speaks a “father-tongue” (106). According to Kossew, “[t]hrough her text/discourse, Magda is attempting to create an identity for herself that is independent of the roles imposed on her by colonialism” (66). Kossew continues that “[h]er attempted rebellion against the accepted version of [this role] is metaphorically enacted within her text via her ‘killing’ of her father” (66). It seems that Magda’s father has imposed a role upon her and she seems quite powerless to resist, so she must do what her father tells her to. This illustrates that Magda as a woman is powerless, while her father is a powerful man.
	Magda often feels that she would be a better person if she had been a man. Magda thinks that she “should have been a man,” because then she “would not have grown up so sour” (22). Because Magda struggles with her gender, she seems to feel incomplete as a woman, which perhaps is caused by her father’s behaviour. According to Magda, “I move through the world not as a knifeblade cutting the wind, or as a tower with eyes, like my father, but as a hole, a hole with a body draped around it [...] I am a hole crying to be whole” (44). The gender implications are quite conspicuous here, because Magda’s father is compared to phallic images while Magda’s images are vaginal. Magda continues that “if I am an O, I am sometimes persuaded, it must be because I am a woman” (45). This also illustrates that Magda regards men more highly than women and she almost seems to feel inferior to men. 
	Because Hendrik is male, he has more power than black women. Hendrik’s behaviour illustrates that he is more powerful than Klein-Anna. Even before Klein-Anna becomes his wife, Magda imagines Hendrik as someone who can take two wives to bed with him (20). Because this is told by Magda, it could also be a figment of her imagination, though. Magda also tells that her father desired a son probably because a son will be able to pass on the family name, work on the farm, and eventually take over the farm. Magda even thinks that her mother died, because of her father’s sexual demands, but because Magda cannot be trusted she might have made it up (2). It seems that Hendrik wants to start a family as well. According to Magda, “Hendrik wishes to start a line, a humble line of his own in parallel to the line of my grandfather and my father, to speak only of them” (26). She continues that the second son, “the obedient one, will stay behind, learn the farmwork, be a pillar of help, marry a good girl, and continue the line. The daughters, [Hendrik] thinks, will work in the farmhouse kitchen” (26). There seems to be established roles and patterns for sons and daughters in which sons are more significant. It is not certain that this really is his wish, because this is only what Magda thinks about Hendrik, and she cannot be certain about this desire, because they are not very close.
	When Hendrik actually has a wife, it seems that he is in power, just as in other families. When a woman gets married, it seems that her life changes vehemently, because she has to run the household. According to Magda, Klein-Anna “will learn to get up first, and no doubt soon be shouted at and beaten too” (30). As a wife, there are certain tasks one has to do. According to Magda, Klein-Anna “is familiarising herself with her new life, with the routine of cooking and washing, with her duties to her husband” (31). When Klein-Anna marries Hendrik, she receives the role of the loving and caring wife. It also seems to be normal for a woman to be shouted at and beaten. When Hendrik finds out about Klein-Anna’s affair, she thinks Hendrik “will hit [her]” (80). Klein-Anna had little choice in the affair, because she could not refuse the master, so she is powerless in both cases. It is quite clear that black women have the least power and that men are always more powerful than women of the same race.

Power
In the novel it seems that the language Magda and her father speak is the language of power. It is regarded as a kind of language that is used by colonizers to speak to the colonised people. There seem to be two different languages. Magda explains: “I grew up with the servants’ children. I spoke like one of them before I learned to speak like this” (7). In this manner it sounds as if Magda has learned a completely different language. Perhaps Magda first learned Hottentot and then Afrikaans and English, which naturally are completely different languages, but they also seem to differ because the last two are used by the colonisers and Hottentot and Afrikaans by the colonised. According to Kossew, “[t]his extract highlights the split between speaking ‘like this’ (ie, in the language of the master) and the language of the servants, a split made very obvious in the original South African edition of the text, where the conversation is rendered in Afrikaans and narration in English” (68). This illustrates that language has a great role in exercising power. Her father speaks this language of power, while Magda only learns to use it because she is the mistress. According to Kossew, Magda notices “the changed nature of her communication with the servant now that she is an adult and the ‘mistress’” (69). When Magda’s father starts an affair, Magda becomes upset and feels excluded. She thinks her rage originated from the “rage at the violations of the old language, and the pronouns of intimacy with a girl who yesterday scrubbed the floors and today ought to be cleaning the windows” (47). This again illustrates that there is another discourse for the servants. When Hendrik keeps asking Magda for money and Magda tries to explain that she cannot give him any, she expresses her discomfort with the language:
I cannot carry on with these idiot dialogues. The language that should pass between myself and these people was subverted by my father and cannot be recovered. What passes between us now is a parody. I was born into a language of hierarchy, of distance and perspective. It was my father-tongue. I do not say it is the language my heart wants to speak. I feel too much the pathos of its distance but it is all we have [...] I have no words left to exchange whose value I trust. Hendrik is ducking and grinning secretly all the time he offers me the old locutions. (106)
Kossew explains that Magda has an “ambivalent attitude as a colonised daughter: she sees the language of colonialism as her ‘father tongue’ acknowledging its patriarchal nature yet remaining unable to deal with its ‘subversion’ by her father” (73). Magda is confused by the language of her father because she thinks he cannot use it any longer because of his affair with Klein-Anna. Magda has never liked the language of the colonizers and explains that it is not the language her “heart wants to speak” (106). According to Wohlpart, 
[t]hrough killing her father and communing with the servants, Hendrik and Anna, Magda attempts to subvert the ideology of power while existing outside of history. Her attempt fails, however, because this ideology is necessarily encoded into language, and thus any attempt at speech, even one that ignores the father's language and originates from outside of history, still re-encodes this hierarchy. (221)
Magda finds it difficult to use the language of hierarchy, but is almost forced to use it because of her and her father’s position of power. 
	As a white man, Magda’s father has power over Magda, but even more over Klein-Anna. Because Magda’s father accepts Hendrik’s wife at the farm as a servant, she must follow his orders as is usual in a master-servant relationship. In this case he exercises his power even further because he wants to have sex with her. Magda tells about the day the patterns of her father change and he comes into the house to search for the maids “until he finds Klein-Anna, sweeping or polishing or whatever, and stands over her, watching saying nothing” (35). When the master stands over the servant, he has a dominant position, so Klein-Anna could feel intimidated because of this. The day after he tries to woo her by giving her candy or a coin, while he actually does not have to do this because whatever he does, he is the master and she is therefore unable to refuse anything he wants. According to Canepari-Labib, “[t]he relationship between Anna and [Magda’s father] is determined by the power that white civilisation in South Africa exerts over the native population” (178). When Magda’s father actually is with Klein-Anna, Magda imagines that they travel “from lust to capture, from helplessness to the relief of surrender. [...] The girl tries to push his hands off, but she is awed by what is about to happen. [...] She is limp in his arms” (39). This fragment illustrates that Klein-Anna is powerless in the situation, and cannot act against it. Although this is Magda’s description, it is quite clear that Klein-Anna is unable to refuse because she is only a servant. According to Kossew, “[a] further parallel between Klein-Anna and Magda is their subservient status to the master’s authority; and there are important links between the colonization of women by men/fathers and the colonization process within the settler colony” (67). It seems that Magda’s father is the most powerful character in the novel. Because he is a white man he is more powerful than Hendrik, Magda, and Klein-Anna.





After the death of Magda’s father a shift of power relations takes place in which Hendrik acquires the most power. When Magda’s father dies, she becomes mistress of the house and the servants. Even before this, Hendrik and Klein-Anna seem to have some kind of power over Magda. She explains that their power increases because of Klein-Anna’s affair with the baas. Magda thinks that they will turn her into a servant, while they steal her father’s money and watch (54). This is quite unlikely, because Hendrik and Klein-Anna are not powerful in that period, but Hendrik becomes much more powerful later in the novel. This starts when Magda asks Hendrik for help with burying her father’s corpse and he refuses to help her (72). Hendrik even smiles at her as if he ridicules her, but she does not seem to be able to do anything about it. She tells him to leave, but she is not convincing or perhaps does not even mean it. Another possibility is that she only tells him to leave in her imagination. When Magda’s father still lived, he paid Hendrik and Klein-Anna every month, but now he is dead they do not receive their money any more. Hendrik tries to force Magda to pay him, but Magda does not have any money. According to Magda, “[h]e is actually threatening me in sober daylight. He must have come with his smile, to test me, to see what could be wrung from me, thinking that because I am alone and ridiculous I must also be weak and afraid” (103). Because Magda treats Hendrik and Klein-Anna differently than before, he notices that she no longer treats them as servants. Magda attempts to become friends with them, and as a result Hendrik is testing his power. According to Canepari-Labib, “Magda’s attempts only lead to a reversal of roles and to a repetition of the relationship she already had with her father” (183). Because Hendrik notices that he can acquire more power, he starts to feel powerful and behave more dominantly. Instead of money, Hendrik now wants clothes of the master and of Magda’s mother. Hendrik and Klein-Anna are then dressed in clothes of the master which somehow empowers them, because they look more powerful. According to Kossew, “[r]ole reversal is completed when Magda’s dead (?) father is buried and Hendrik and Anna wear the clothes of master and mistress” (72). This passage seems to refer to Mikhail Bakhtin’s carnival motif in which there is a contained period of freedom during a time of repression. While Magda is losing power, Hendrik is gaining it and soon will overpower her. 
	After Magda and Hendrik have had sex, Magda loses almost all her power and Hendrik acquires it, which completes the power shift in the novel. Magda recounts the sex as rape, but because she recounts it in several versions it undermines her reliability. If Hendrik actually raped Magda, this is a sign of his power but it is unclear how willing Magda is. According to Lopez, “in In the Heart of the Country, Hendrik’s rape of Magda is symptomatic of the partial reversal of the mistress-servant relationship” (928). After the first time they have had sex, Magda wants Hendrik and Klein-Anna to sleep in the house. Hendrik then comes almost every night to have sex with Magda. He is in power now, because Magda is not even allowed to light a candle (121). According to Canepari-Labib, “Magda is unable to achieve an identity in her relationship with Hendrik. The servant no longer recognises her as his mistress, and his attitude makes plain he does not recognise her as a woman” (184). Hendrik only wants physical contact and nothing more, but Magda thinks “it is my humiliation he wants” (122). Magda is frustrated that their communication has only deteriorated and that they only have physical contact. Magda also notices later in the novel that they “have progressed in familiarity” because Hendrik no longer behaves like her servant (127). According to Canepari-Labib, “Hendrik now assumes the position of mastery, and Magda, instead of experiencing the communal life of her childhood, finds herself in the same submissive position she already had to suffer because of her father” (189). Because of Magda’s attempt to become friends with the servants, Hendrik is able to take over power from her and until he and Klein-Anna leave, he takes over her role. 
Conclusion
This novel by Coetzee is written during apartheid, but the setting seems to be pre-apartheid. However,  it seems that there are the same rules of racial segregation. Power and the reversal of power are therefore very significant because black people are powerless and white people have power because they are the colonizers. Because the racial segregation is very significant, it is quite clear that race is a conspicuous issue in the novel. The power of women is also an important theme because in this novel women are also powerless. The same hierarchy appears in this novel, because white men are most powerful, followed by white women, who are almost on an equal level with black men and black women follow with the least amount of power. Because Magda tries to become friends with the two black servants after her father’s death, a power shift takes place in which the two black servants gain power, especially the male servant who takes over Magda’s power. According to Wohlpart, “[t]he conclusion of the novel reinforces Magda's failure to subvert the ideology of power. While Magda exists outside of history, outside of the law of the father, as Magda describes it a place with ‘no past or future,’ an ‘eternal present,’ the machine of South Africa churns on” (222). Although Magda wants to treat Hendrik and Klein-Anna as equals, they do not trust her because the South African society cannot accept an equal treatment of black people. Hendrik takes advantage of Magda and takes over her power, but Hendrik’s power is contained because the neighbours could come by and they would not accept the power shift that has happened on the isolated farm. Magda is not innocent herself because she tries to steal Hendrik away from Klein-Anna and wants to keep most of her power to herself, although she says she wants equality, which is only out of self interest. 




















Chapter 2. July’s People

Introduction
According to Nadine Gordimer herself, she does “not write about apartheid,” but about “people who happen to live under that system” (qtd in Brighton J. Uledi-Kamanga xvi). This statement seems to apply to her 1981 novel July’s People. In the novel, Bamford and Maureen Smales, liberal whites, have fled their house in the city because of a black revolution which causes riots and violence towards white people. Their servant, July, rescues them by bringing the family to his village. Because their situation and relationship changes completely, the characters start behaving differently as well. As a result, they all change and learn to know each other much better (while this does not always have a positive effect). July first lived as a black man in a white family in a white community (the city), while now the Smales live as a single white family in a black community. July was not unwanted in the white community, because he was a servant, which was acceptable and very common. He would probably have been unwanted if he had tried to aim for a more respectable profession. He thus brings ‘his family’ to his village to shelter them. Living in the village is much less luxurious, which makes the change even more difficult. 
Maureen and Bam always were polite to July and think they have treated him well. Maureen thinks she is innocent of racism, but the system in which they live imposes racism. The family is not simply racist, but they are (perhaps unwillingly) part of the system and do not act against it. They did not expect that their relationship with July would deteriorate, although they did expect change because now they live with him and they no longer want to be seen as July’s masters. According to Dominic Head, July’s People “is a short and intense novel, one of Gordimer’s most powerful works, which traces the dissolution of a materially dispossessed white bourgeois family, and which, in the process, systematically exposes the absence of any sustaining or sustainable values in their lives” (123). Gordimer does not depict torture and murder of the whites in the novel. This could cause the “purge of the guilt of the whites,” according to Michael Neill (qtd in Head 123). It is clear that Gordimer does not focus on the apartheid system as such, but on the impact and consequences of it on the lives of the Smales. She perhaps does not describe the cruelties of the revolution because of this focus on the Smales and July’s community. Gordimer does not want to blame or purge the whites, but rather wants to illustrate what could have happened between blacks and whites in that time. The riots in the novel have never taken place, but they could have happened and they therefore express what some whites could have feared. When the blacks eventually took over in South Africa, it was with much less violence and murder. The transition itself was more peaceful from a white perspective, because the ruling party realised they could not go on and they therefore started negotiations to assign their power.
	Important themes in the novel are race, the system of apartheid, power, materialism and possession. Another slightly less conspicuous theme is nature, but it is also touched upon in the novel. Race is an important theme in the novel, because it is apparent everywhere. The apartheid system, although it is not discussed in detail, is important because there are certain boundaries between blacks and whites and their segregation is quite vivid. Black people always seem to have the same kind of profession and the same role in a white community in apartheid South Africa. The theme of materialism and possession is connected to the power of the Smales in the white society. In the past when whites were in power, possession and material objects were much more important for the Smales, but it is difficult to let go of this materialism now they are in July’s village. Power and powerlessness are also significant, because all the characters have to struggle with these themes. Most important though, is the shift in power that takes place in the novel. 

Race
Because race is one of the novel’s most important themes, the shift of power between people of different race is very conspicuous. Gordimer is unambiguous about skin-colour in her novel. There is no confusion about race, as opposed to some of Coetzee’s novels. It is stated on the first page of the novel that there are several ‘kinds’ of people. This illustrates that there is a division between people. According to the narrator, “July bent at the doorway and began that day for them as his kind has always done for their kind” (Gordimer 1). Three sentences further into the novel, it becomes clear that July’s kind carries “the tea-tray in black hands” (1). Obviously, July is a black servant. According to Brighton J. Uledi-Kamanga, “July’s People (1981) is the first novel in which Gordimer depicts the decline of white supremacy in South Africa” (119). This statement affirms the vivid racial segregation in South Africa. 
In the novel, the apartheid system is in a state of collapse, but there are still numerous racial differences. Bamford and Maureen realise this imminent revolution because the narrator explains that the couple “had thought of leaving [...] while they were young enough to cast off the blacks’ rejection as well as white privilege” (8). In their society, there is a large gap between white people and black or coloured people. When the Smales are in July’s village, the people almost immediately notice “the strange presence of whites in their midst” (12). Perhaps because their presence is this conspicuous, they are referred to as ‘whites’ throughout the novel. There probably have never been other white people or objects of white people in the village. As a result, the truck is seen as a “white man’s bakkie” and the family are seen as “five white faces” (18). The people in the village seem to want to keep them apart by continuously referring to them as whites. After years of discrimination against the blacks, there seems to be a shift because whites are being discriminated against now. There never has been equality between the two races, although not all blacks want to murder whites and not all whites wanted to eliminate blacks. There are always more liberal people. July’s mother rather would see the whites with “their own people somewhere” (19). The people from July’s village look at the Smales with some suspicion, but this is not necessarily because they hate them. They are probably suspicious because they have not encountered whites before the Smales arrive. It seems to be an important event for July’s mother when she touches the skin of a white woman. Gordimer describes this touch quite elaborately, so it shows how far the races were kept apart. 
On the other hand, in Maureen’s youth, she and Lydia seemed not to be very far apart. Lydia is a black girl, who at first appears to be Maureen’s friend. When Lydia does not stop for a red traffic light, Maureen grabs her hand and holds it. The two girls laugh and share, just as normal friends do. Then a photographer takes their picture and Maureen discovers it years later in a coffee table book. Maureen then reads the caption: “White herrenvolk attitudes and life-styles; the marvellous photograph of the white schoolgirl and the black woman with the girl’s school case on her head” (33). Maureen realises that the book explains why Lydia carried her case, but that “she and Lydia, in their affection and ignorance didn’t know [why she carried it]” (33). To Maureen, Lydia was her friend who just also happened to carry her case, but in reality Lydia probably was the family’s servant who was hired to help her. Maureen seems to think that she did not do anything bad to black people. When she was young, she was ignorant of the fact that Lydia was working for her, but even now that she is an adult, she seems to deny that she is like many other whites. 
Bamford and Maureen may be white liberals, but this does not mean they were no part of the apartheid system. They said that they did not believe in a white society, but also did not act against it and therefore were part of it (51). When they all lived in town, “July had to do what he was told by [Maureen],” which means that she uses black people as servants, which is quite ‘normal’ because apartheid creates structures where one race can –is almost forced to– exploit the other’s labour. Moreover, when she and Bam think about “converting the garage into a room where July could sit with his friends,” they eventually decide not to do this, because it would cause too much noise (148). When they actually have a liberal idea, they discard it in the end. In July’s village, Maureen still thinks that she can go into July’s hut, although it seems to be the only place he keeps for himself. According to Maureen, “she was a white woman, someone who had employed him, theirs was a working relationship” and she is therefore allowed into his hut. This almost sounds as if she wants to say that July must be thankful for the job at the Smales.
The black people also treat whites differently. For example, when Royce is ill, Martha gives Maureen some kind of medicine made of herbs. July is shocked when he hears about this, because the medicine “is no good for Royce,” because it is “not for white people” (60). There is a contrast here: July still thinks white children need better medicines, because he has (still) internalised some ideas of white superiority. July’s mother, mhani thinks that “white people bring trouble” (82). She is probably right in thinking this, because under the circumstances they are trouble, but not superior. The political structure has put up structures like this. Another reason why she thinks that white people are trouble could be because white people turn black people into their servants, or, as in this case, the revolutionary blacks will find out that there are white people hiding in their village and they will be punished for it. Although both races know about the distance between them, the whites still behave somewhat superior. 

Gender
Due to the change of relationships between July, Maureen, and Bam, Gordimer’s novel contains several gender issues. The relationship between July and his wife Martha is already established before the revolution and the arrival of the Smales does not seem to affect their relationship. It is already clear that July earns the money in the city, while Martha raises their children. Next to this, July makes the decisions in their relationship, because he brings the Smales to their village without any question or approval from his wife or mother. According to the narrator, “[h]is wife had accepted his dictum” (18). Martha and his mother had helped July with building the hut that they will have to leave to give it to the Smales. When the Smales arrived, “both women had moved about under his bidding without argument,” although July knows that they will have to discuss it (18). Martha is annoyed that July brings the whites; because before he had been complaining that they have many separate rooms and that they are spoilt. Although she objects to the white people at first, she gives in, which illustrates how she gives July authority. 
In the novel, men and women have their own roles, which would probably be regarded as old-fashioned in a Western society. July explains that “[t]he women have their work. They must do it. This is their place, we are always living here and they are doing all things, all things how it must be” (97). This proves that the role of a woman has been established for a long time. They have been doing the same work for years. The women take care of the children and pick plants and grass or search for food, while July is more secluded from them. He appears to have his own hut, which “was apparently something he kept for himself, apart from women” (66). It seems that the old power relations in July’s village have remained unchanged, because the black man has always been more powerful than the black woman.  
White people also have considered black men as more powerful than black women. Therefore, black women have the least power in their society. July’s status changes, because he is no longer a servant in a white society. His sexuality and power as a male increase by this change in status. The passage where July tries to repair the truck seems to illustrate this. Although July is unable to fix the vehicle, “he dragged the exhaust pipe from the bakkie” and ”tinker[ed] with it between his legs” (99). This exhaust pipe could be seen as a phallic symbol to emphasise July’s masculinity and therefore his power.
	While July’s masculinity becomes more dominant, Bam’s masculinity is unstable at first and in the end seems to fade away. Maureen and Bam’s relationship changes while they are in July’s village. According to Jeffrey Folks, “Bamford Smales finds his ‘male role’ as provider and ‘reassurer,’ based as it is on economic control, quickly exploded. Increasingly disoriented, he no longer knows how to address Maureen, since she no longer matches his understanding of ‘wife,’ ‘mother’ or ‘Maureen’” (119). 
When Bam is able to provide for meat in the village, he seems to feels a little more masculine. It is quite conspicuous when Bam is able to shoot two wart-hog piglets. According to the narrator, “[Bam’s] function as a provider of meat settled upon him as a status” (77). According to Head, in this passage, “connections are established between power, sexuality and bourgeois identity” (127). Head adds that “the killing of the pig is now associated with Bam’s sexuality as well as his status in the hegemony” (128). Although Maureen takes over some of Bam’s tasks, he is still able to make her proud of him because of the meat.  This also increases his masculinity, because the same evening Maureen and Bam have sex for the first time in the village. There seems to be some kind of connection between men and meat, especially when they are able to provide for it and share it. 
On the other hand, there are more instances in the novel where Bam loses parts of his masculinity. With the meat, Bam could contribute to providing for the people in the village, which made him proud. Unfortunately for Bam, July takes over his vehicle and after a while his gun is stolen. According to Folks, “[Bam] clings to the truck and the shotgun as props of his masculinity” (120). Both the gun and the truck are phallic symbols for Bam, and because he loses both, he begins to feel castrated. Bam is pushed out of his role as the great white hunter and responsible husband. Because Bam undergoes these changes, Maureen starts to regard him differently as a result. According to the narrator, “[s]he looked down on this man who had nothing, now” (145). Maureen seems to feel sorry for him and because they both acquire other roles, they grow apart. Maureen starts to refer to Bam as “the man” and Bam also does not know what to call Maureen (145). The couple starts to ignore each other and they will ultimately separate. Folks claims that “[b]oth Maureen and Bam are de-sexualised in a way that reveals the dependence of their sexuality on power” (122). Folks suggests that this is caused by the loss of “male power and privilege” in Bam’s case and the loss of “context and ‘role’” in Maureen’s case (122). Bam loses his possessions and role and he is therefore no longer the stable certainty he was before. He turns into the mother figure of the family because he starts to take care of the children. While July becomes more masculine, Bam loses most of his masculinity and turns into a woman figure.

Power of Possessions
For Maureen, Bam, and the children material objects are of great importance. Their reputation seems to be based on what they possess and this makes the move to July’s village even more difficult. On the second page of the novel Maureen thinks how she and Bam could be described while they lived in the city. The narrator informs the reader about their reputation and status. Maureen thinks her husband is “Bamford Smales, Smales, Caprona & Partners, Architects” and Maureen would be “Maureen Hetherington from Western Areas Gold Mines” (2). This statement seems to imply that they were quite fortunate because Bam probably earns a considerable amount of money as an architect. They were able to afford three children and to employ some servants. The Smales were the owners of a nice city house, so they were quite affluent. 
	Gordimer seems to want to ridicule the Smales’s materialism. When the vehicle is described, it is explained that the car was “[f]or more affluent white South-Africans” and it was “for purposes to which a town car is not suited” (50). The narrator explains that Bam bought the truck for his fortieth birthday, but also that “[t]he vehicle was bought for pleasure, as some women are said to be made for pleasure” (6). The narrator continues, “[t]hey stood round it indulgently, wife and family, the children excited, as it seemed nothing else could excite them, by a new possession. Nothing made them so happy as buying things; they had no interest in feeding rabbits” (6). This proves that the Smales are made happy by buying things. Perhaps it makes them even happier that they do not really need the vehicle, but that they have the means to buy it for pleasure. 
The children are also indulged with toys and they exhibit their materialism very conspicuously. Victor brings his racing track to July’s village, although his parents did not allow him to bring it, because it is useless there. The children also keep asking if they can go to the cinema or if their parents can buy them drinks. Although their children are materialistic, it is clear that they have learned this from their parents who brought the car, the gun, the toilet paper, some pink cups, and the malaria pills. The children are able to adapt more quickly than their parents, because after a while they do not need to use toilet paper any longer and are able to communicate with people from the village. 
Bam and Maureen cannot adapt easily. According to Folks, “[w]hat the Smales understood as a stable relationship of marriage is shown to be dependent on a middle-class environment and especially on the sense of ownership that props up the marriage” (119). In other words, their sense of ownership is part of the cause of their eventual break-up. According to Uledi-Kamanga,
[c]ompounding the irony is the fact that the whites are stripped of virtually all the material possessions that propped up their status as members of the master-race in their previous environment. The only relics they have from the golden past are a gun and a canopied pick-up. The pick-up is particularly valuable as it was their means of escape to the relative safety of July’s village. But as the story unfolds, the helpless whites witness their gradual dispossession of these last two symbols of white affluence, privilege, and power. (122)
Because the Smales attach quite some value to their possessions, the change to the village is more radical for them because they lose many of them. According to Head, their possessions are part of their identity (124). Head explains that their identities have had power within the “bourgeois construct,” but that they are not transferable (124). Head also mentions that eventually, “the Smales can be reduced to a series of vacuous titles and roles” (124).
	Further into the novel, Maureen feels that she has lost all her possessions. She realises that she has lost all her belongings to July. When Maureen is searching for the vehicle, she felt that “there was nothing belonging to her, in the vehicle, any more” (93). A page later the reader is told how July feels about this, because he does not seem to care much about their losses. According to the narrator, “[p]ride, comfort of possession was making him forget by whose losses possession had come about” (94). Although it does not seem to influence July heavily, in the end he feels much more powerful. 
For the Smales, their dispossession has much influence. According to Head, “[t]he Smales’ material dispossession robs them also of the terms of their intimacy, and, as the novel progresses, they know each other less and less, finally appearing together in the manner of divorced people trying to give the appearance of normal family life” (125). July becomes prouder and more powerful by gaining possessions, while the Smales grow apart. According to Folks, “[t]he title of the novel is a play on ‘possession’” (116). The Smales are referred to as July’s people, because July was their servant and has brought them. July does not use the Smales, “his people,” as his servants, but he is somehow able to take possession of their truck. July’s family is also referred to as July’s people, but that is not uncommon, because they are related to July and all belong together. The Smales become July’s property and they turn into his pets. Maureen narrates, “[s]he looked at her servant: they were their creatures, like their cattle and pigs” (96). While possessions have always been important for July, they are now even more important for July now he realises he has the power to possess them.
 
Power
The power division between black and white people seems to be the most important theme of Gordimer’s novel. The two main movements in the novel are both related to the shift in power. Because July acquires power and the Smales lose theirs, all relationships change. According to Folks, “Nadine Gordimer chose well in selecting the epigraph, from Antonio Gramsci for July’s People: ‘The old is dying and the new cannot be born; in this interregnum there arises a great diversity of morbid symptoms.’ An interregnum is the period ‘between rulers’” (115). Folks suggests that the Smales were part of the old power and that July is part of the new power. The interregnum is the period in which the Smales have to adjust to July’s standards. It is also a period of slow change, because the black people from July’s village at first do not realise that there has been a reversal of power. 
In the fourth chapter, the point of view changes because in that chapter, the reader perceives the perspective of the black people in July’s hut. July explains to his wife and mother why he has brought the Smales. July’s mother still thinks that the whites are in power, even after July has told her about the situation in the city. According to July’s mother, “[w]hite people. They are very powerful, my son. They are very clever. You will never come to the end of the things they can do” (21). This shows how blacks perceived whites. She adds that they can go anywhere they want to go because “[t]hey’ve got money” (19). It is quite clear that there is a great gap between black and white people. Black people live in little huts made of mud. Martha is able to see her husband once every two years because he has to earn money by serving whites, while white people have black servants to clean their houses where they have “[a] room to sleep in, another room to eat in, another room to sit in, a room with books” (19). The differences between the two races are enormous and because of the revolution this division of power will finally change.
	In the past, Maureen and Bam were powerful because they were white, which was the master-race. Now that the power reversal is initiated, they start to lose power. Gordimer gives many instances where the reader can see the helplessness of the Smales. Maureen and Bam knew that a change was imminent because there had been strikes by black workers in 1980. When the situation became too dangerous because of riots and bombs, the couple wanted to withdraw all their money and leave the country before it became too dangerous. They turned out to be too late and July offers them to come to his home. July saw “their helplessness, in their own house, [which] made it clear to him that he must do this” (11). July appears as their saviour, because the Smales are unable to run away. They have to hide, because “[t]he whites are being killed in their houses” (19). July explains to his family what is happening in the city. He tells his mother that houses are blown up or set on fire and about black people who shoot down planes full of white people trying to leave South Africa (20). July suddenly realises that “[t]hey can’t do anything. Nothing to us anymore” (21). He realises that the shift in power relations has taken place.
Maureen also realises how courageous July’s act is to hide them and that he now has more power than her family. July risks his life for the Smales and therefore Maureen tells Bam that they “owe him everything” (58). Maureen recognises the seriousness of the situation and perhaps also knows that she should feel fortunate to be saved by a former servant. Although Bam and Maureen have always been polite to July, they probably did not treat him better than other whites. Although the Smales are liberal, they did not really interfere with politics. There has always been a sense of distrust towards July and it is therefore quite unexpected that July offers to help them. They really are dependent on July and as mentioned before, they seem to become his pets. However, July still behaves as their servant. According to Uledi-Kamanga, “Maureen, the more prominently drawn member of the white family, objects to July’s subservient conduct as she is painfully aware of its incongruity in an environment where they are literally dependents of July” (121). When July starts to realise that Maureen and Bam are his dependents, he becomes interested in Bam’s vehicle. Because the truck is important to Bam, he seems to feel emasculated without it. Maureen describes Bam when they have been living in July’s village for a while as “an architect lying on his bed in a mud hut, a man without a vehicle” (98). Head also mentions that Bam and Maureen become completely dependent without the gun and vehicle (132). Head adds that, “without their power they will have a quite different role in the community, one requiring an alternative identity, an inner resource of adaptability which they clearly not have” (132). Though the truck originally belongs to Bam, he is unable to protest against July’s wish to keep the keys. Maureen wants to calm July down by telling him that Bam will not steal the truck from him. This is also a sign of Bam’s powerlessness. Bam might want to have his truck back, but is indebted to July because he is trying to save their lives. 
July seems to be quite confident of his position, because he knows he is becoming more powerful. He also tells Maureen that she does not have to work with the women in “their place” (97). Because English is not July’s first language, Maureen is uncertain what he wants to say exactly. She thinks July is implying that Maureen has no claim to the earth there (97). Somehow it feels as if Maureen agrees with July’s behaviour, although she does not like it that he steals the vehicle. She realises that she has to be submissive because they are powerless. 
Maureen feels that she is completely without power and she is therefore desperate for change. In the end Maureen feels so hopeless that she needs to leave the village. According to Uledi-Kamanga, “Maureen’s atavistic flight for personal survival not only diminishes her human stature, but symbolises the total collapse of white supremacy” (122). By Maureen’s attempt to escape, the hierarchy of power finally shifts. Maureen was not very far apart from July in the hierarchy, but now they have moved to July’s village, she becomes the lowest in the hierarchy and she is therefore most motivated to run. According to Head,
[w]hen Maureen runs to the sound of the helicopter at the end of the novel, just such an acceptance is implied: it is not clear whether the helicopter heralds the arrival of revolutionary forces, or of government forces re-establishing the old order. This is an apocalyptic moment for the bankrupt white identity: the white woman finally accepts that she has no inner resource and no residual power or control to deal with her situation. She runs to accept the inevitability that her fate lies in the hands of others. (134)
Maureen’s, Bam’s and July’s behaviour show that they all know that Maureen and Bam have to give up power, name, and authority, because they have become July’s dependents.
	Although July seems hesitant or unclear about his relationship with the Smales, he realises how their powerlessness empowers him. Already in the beginning of the novel when the Smales have just arrived in his village, he shows his authority and he is even embarrassed at Maureen’s “ignorance of a kind of authority not understood” (13). July wants to tell everybody that the Smales have given the truck to July. Bam is unable to believe this and laughs about it, but it turns out that the main issue between the Smales and July will be the possession of the ‘bakkie.’ 
When they are in the village, July keeps the keys and suddenly leaves with the truck because he is arrogating it. Maureen tries to find out where July is going to, because he has not asked or announced anything. According to the narrator, “July ‘had gone.’ Somewhere. With Someone” (39). July feels that it is in his right to let someone else drive the truck. Maureen also realises that “[t]here was no reason why July should be expected back within any limit of time that could be fixed” (43).  It turns out that July went to the store. Maureen is worried whether anyone has seen July in the truck or whether people asked him questions about it (54). According to the narrator, “[p]eople – black people – would certainly have seen him at the store, in possession of the yellow bakkie” (56). This must give July confidence, because it is a reversal of the old situation because now July can choose his own comfort. 
It seems that from now on, July’s pleasure outweighs the Smales’s security. The Smales are very attached to the vehicle, because it is their only way to escape. They do not like to see July in the truck and come up with excuses why July should not drive it, but July laughs about their concerns. Bam mentions that “[i]f they catch you, without a licence...” (59). Then July laughs and answers, “[w]ho is going to catch me? The white policeman is run away when the black soldiers come that time” (59). Bam is not satisfied because he expresses his concerns “that someone will come to look for us here because of the bakkie” (59). July tries to comfort Bam by telling him that he will find an excuse for people who ask about the bakkie. July will tell them that “[t]he bakkie it’s mine” (59). This is already a hint towards the Smales that July feels that it actually is his truck now. Maureen and Bam keep discussing why July keeps the keys of their vehicle, which illustrates how significant they are. 
July knows that Maureen and Bam are irritated about the keys, because he tells Maureen, “[y]ou don’t like I must keep the keys. Isn’t it. I can see all the time, you don’t like that” (69). Maureen responds by shaking her head and by making up a lie (69). Maureen just wants July to ask her if he can drive the truck, but July thinks that Maureen would not trust him anyway. After this discussion it is evident that July will keep the keys and that he has taken the truck. However, when they all go to the chief with the pick-up, July indulges Bam and lets him drive (106). July has the power to decide this, because it is unexpected by Bam. On their way back, though, July drives the truck and “[w]hen they walked to the settlement July would have the keys of the vehicle back in his pocket” (123). Bam realises that July has indulged him by ‘letting’ him drive. He complains to Maureen, “[y]ou saw he ‘let me’ drive, going there? [...] A treat for me. July’s pretty sure of himself these days” (127). As soon as July realises his power and the Smales’s powerlessness, he takes an interest in Bam’s truck. Eventually, July takes Bam’s truck while Bam and Maureen cannot act against it, because of their safety. According to Folks, the Smales are in a gradual reversal of power, which causes July to realise his independence (119). 
	Because the blacks are chasing the whites out and killing the whites in their own houses, Bam has to give over his role of protector. Although whites were very powerful because of their money, they have now become dependents of July. The black people are shooting at whites (20). 
Bam does not only lose his role as protector of the family, he also is unable to help Maureen in the hut. When Maureen wants to raise the suitcase in their hut, she needs bricks. She knows that bricks are “a cherished commodity” and directly thinks Bam cannot find bricks for her. She immediately finds her own solution: “Ask July” (55). Maureen does not even ask Bam if he is able to fix it, but directly goes to July, who has taken over most of Bam’s tasks. July makes it very clear that he is in power now. July asks Maureen, “[w]ho will go to the shop to get things for you? Who can bring your matches, your paraffin. Who can get food for your children? Tell me?” (61). He wants Maureen to know that he is in control. Bam and Maureen are no longer able to do these things and when Maureen asks for the car keys (only to take the rubber floor-mat) July bursts into these questions. 
Maureen has noticed the reversal of power and she therefore wants July to behave as an equal. She wants him to stop referring to himself as their boy and to them as the masters. She tells July that he is “not a servant” any more (71). Because July does not work for her any more, she does not want to pay him. July does not agree with this and wants to be paid, because he still claims to be “the boy of your house” (71). When Maureen later in the novel mentions July’s town woman, he becomes enraged by the idea of Maureen telling his wife. According to the narrator, “[s]he had never been afraid of a man. Now comes fear, on top of everything else, the fleas, the menstruating in rags – and it comes from this one, from him” (98). July is able to make Maureen afraid. 
Maureen is well aware of July’s power. She notices the difference between July’s life in town and his life now. According to Maureen, “[n]ow he chose what he wanted to know and not know. The present was his; he would arrange the past to suit it” (96). While July could not choose as a servant, he is free and able to choose now. His freedom and the reversal of the situation give him power, while Maureen and Bam have to give up power. According to Folks, “[t]he giving up of power, that figurative abdication that is the central theme of July’s People, is suggested in the concept of ‘interregnum’ itself: one reign has come to an end, while the new rule has not begun” (116).
	Although July is the most powerful in the novel now the revolution has rearranged the hierarchy, July is not really the most powerful black man in the village. Maureen and Bam need to receive the approval of the chief of the area in order to stay in July’s village. It turns out that it is not really July’s village and he does not own the place. According to Folks, “[a]lthough his assumed town-name may refer to Julius Caesar, July had no ‘rule’ or power in the village for, upon his periodic return visits, he is the ‘outsider’ frequently shown sitting alone, essentially estranged from his ‘wife’ and mother, with apparently little to do other than learn to drive, a skill that may be useful in the future, but seems superfluous at present” (123). This means that July does not really fit in with the rest and he is therefore not as powerful as it seems. Moreover July is not very excited at the gumba-gumba, which illustrates that he does not belong to the rest of the village people. July has no real rule in the village. For Maureen and Bam though, he appears dominant and powerful.
	The main theme of the novel is the shift of power due to the revolution. According to Head, “[t]he situation of the Smales’ new dependence on their former servant creates a simple reversal of the power relationship, but it also produces a complex analysis of the network of forces that has created these individuals and the matrix in which they interact” (125). Everything that happens in the novel is caused by the reversal of power. Maureen also understands that there is a new division. She explains, “[u]s and them. What he’s really asking about: an explosion of roles, that’s what the blowing up of the Union Buildings and the burning of master bedrooms is” (117). Head adds that there is “a transition of power from white to black” (132). All conflicts in the novel are caused because of the importance of power. Race, gender, and possessions are all connected to power. July’s brave deed by risking his own life gives him authority. The Smales are forced to leave the city and they therefore become powerless, which gives July authority. The power relations in the whole country are reversed.

Conclusion
The shift of power exposes many issues in the novel. Race and gender are significant in the novel, but also the power of possession. Many relationships are made more difficult because of race and gender. Although the apartheid system is in a state of collapse, there are still clear racial differences. Bam and Maureen, as well as July and Martha, are confronted with gender issues. When Bam realises he is powerless, his masculinity diminishes. On the other hand, Maureen’s power also diminishes because she is a white woman. July and Martha’s relationship does not really change because their roles were already established before the revolution. Furthermore, Maureen and Bam attach great importance to their possessions. These gave them power in the city, but they are stripped of all their possessions in the village and therefore lose power. Maureen and Bam’s powerlessness gives July more power. Because the couple must be very thankful for saving their lives, they cannot object to anything July does. Now that they are all in July’s village, they will have to conform to his rules. The master-servant relationship has changed from a white master to a black master. The power relations have turned upside down in the novel.


















According to Maria Lopez, “[i]n Disgrace, continuous topographical or spatial conflict highlights the problem of how to learn to share space, how to live together, in the new South Africa” (929). Lopez’s statement summarises some of the main issues in J.M. Coetzee’s novel Disgrace. Another very significant issue in the novel is power and the reversal of power. In the novel, Coetzee writes about relationships in the post apartheid situation in South Africa. The relationships in the novel are affected by the shift of power that takes place and are therefore being redrawn. Although he does not discuss the political situation explicitly, race, gender, and power are recurrent themes in his novels. In Disgrace, Coetzee is sometimes explicit about skin colour, but most of the times he only gives the reader hints so that we can never be certain about race. For example, names in the novel often refer to skin colour. 
David Lurie is the main character of the novel. He is a good example of a white person who loses power, in several ways: he was once a real ladies’ man, but soon loses his attractiveness. In his job, too, the power shift after the free elections of 1994 has had a great impact: he is forced to teach communications and after his seduction of a non-white student, he has to resign or apologise publicly. He has been divorced twice, but has a daughter from his first marriage. Because Lurie is a specialist in literature, he does not like his job any longer now he has to teach communications. When David’s weekly dates with the prostitute Soraya end abruptly, he starts an affair with one of his students. Melanie Isaacs is more than thirty years younger and not interested in this affair with Lurie. Although Lurie does not see it similarly, Melanie is unwilling to have sex with him and accuses him of rape. Lurie has to speak to a committee of inquiry who want him to repent publicly. He is quite stubborn, because he is willing to admit his guilt, but does not want to read Melanie’s statement or apologise. David then resigns and leaves to the countryside to see his daughter Lucy. 
The reversal of power relations seems to be more intense in the country. Instead of rest, David experiences tensions in the countryside. While he came to rest, he and Lucy are attacked at the farm. Lucy is raped by three black men and David is almost set on fire. They also shoot the dogs, beat David and steal his car. It seems that life is different in the country, because possession and power are still very significant. However, life in the country is actually quite similar to life in the city, because power is also very significant in Cape Town. David’s personal change, as a reaction to the power shift, is very conspicuous in the novel, because he changes from a selfish man to a caring man with compassion for animals. He no longer cares about appearances only, and it seems that power has become less important for him. According to Joseph McElroy, “[t]he politics [in this novel] are post apartheid, a new order of political correctness and at first a somewhat predictably sketched wasteland popular culture. But from the city the story moves to the situation in the countryside, anarchy largely unpoliced, land and power changing hands, the racial majority finding itself” (30). McElroy tries to summarise the novel in two sentences which capture the most conspicuous developments. The most important issue in the novel seems to be the abolition of apartheid and most importantly how black and white people should live together as a result. Because most of the people deal with the consequences of the post apartheid period, this is the novel’s main theme. Other important themes that I will discuss are David’s power over coloured women in connection with gender because women still are less powerful than men. I will also look at racial issues and the distribution of power in the novel. The change takes place in the city as well, but not as conspicuously as in the country where black people gain much more power after the abolition of apartheid. There is a shift in power from white to black and it is best that white people accept this and try to adapt.

David and Women
David thinks that he has “solved the problem of sex rather well,” because he hires Soraya every Thursday afternoon, which shows that the power in their relationship is not evenly distributed (1). In other words, their relationship is not one of equals. On the other hand, David is unaware that he is powerless because she only gives him the illusion of power. When Soraya wants to pull out, she is able to and David cannot change this. Although David treats Soraya rather well, his reasons for this behaviour are quite selfish. Soraya, with her “honey-brown body, unmarked by the sun” is “tall and slim, with long dark hair and dark liquid eyes” (1). It seems that Soraya is coloured and David also explains that she is “a Muslim” (3). David likes her not only for her beauty, but also because she is “quiet, quiet and docile” (1). He seems to describe her as a child, because he calls her docile, but also “compliant, pliant” (5). David mentions that Soraya is “surprisingly moralistic” in her “general opinions” (3). This statement sounds belittling, because he suggests that she cannot be this moralistic because she is a prostitute. Although he seems to like Soraya very much, he probably likes her most because she obeys easily. This illustrates that David enjoys it that she follows up his commands and that he enjoys being in power. He pays her and she has to obey him for ninety minutes. David would like to have more power over Soraya, though. He admits that “he has toyed with the idea of asking to see him in her own time” (2). He never actually asked Soraya. According to Deirdre Coleman, “[o]wnership is a key issue in Lurie’s relationship with women in the novel” (610). He dislikes it that Discreet Escorts receives half of what he pays Soraya and “he himself would like to own more of her” (610). When David recognises Soraya with her two sons in the city, something changes between them. He regrets having followed her and that their eyes have met (6). When Soraya leaves, “without warning his powers fled” (7). After the incident, David feels like one of her regular costumers, while before he felt that here was something special between them. His illusion of power over her is lost. Perhaps a master also has this feeling with his or her slave. Because David wants to keep his powers, he tracks her down with the help of a detective agency. When he telephones Soraya at her home, she rejects him and feels threatened. David admits that he was not surprised and compares himself to a “predator” in the “vixen’s nest” (10).
	After Soraya’s disappearance, David starts a sexual affair with Melanie Isaacs. This relationship consists of people who are more unequal than David and Soraya were. Melanie is one of David’s students at his Romantics course, which means he is her superior. When David tries to talk Melanie into sleeping with him, she can hardly refuse because he has the power to let her fail the course. Although David never forces Melanie by threats of this nature, their affair is unwanted by Melanie. It seems that in this affair David is able to find the power he lost with Soraya. According to Coleman, “[o]wnership is also an issue in his seduction of the student Melanie” (610). David tells Melanie that she “ought to” spend the night with him, “[b]ecause a woman’s beauty does not belong to her alone” and “[s]he has a duty to share it” (16).
	Next to David’s profession at the university, there is another reason why David and Melanie are unequal. The novel is set in a post-apartheid situation, but black and white people are still separated and treated differently. Although Coetzee can be vague about skin colour, there are several hints that Melanie is non-white. David refers to her as “Meláni: the dark one” (18). Next to this, she is interested in the literature of black American women, which could suggest that she identifies with them because of their colour. When David is in bed with her, “she is passive throughout,” which is a feature David likes (19). He also refers to her as having the hips of a “twelve-year-old” and calls out a few pages later that she is only “a child” (19, 21). David knows that he is wrong because he is more than thirty years older than she is, but he just does not resist. He spies on her and visits her flat when she does not expect it. She cannot resist “the intruder who thrusts himself upon her” (24). She struggles and tells him that he cannot come now, but “nothing will stop him” (25). Then “[a]ll she does is avert herself, avert her lips, avert her eyes” (25). According to David, it is “[n]ot rape, not quite that, but undesired nevertheless, undesired to the core” (25). To the reader it is clear that this is much more than unwanted, this is rape.
	David treats Soraya, but especially Melanie as his property. This does not leave Melanie completely without power, because she is now in the position to ask him things as well. When she shows up one night at his door, she asks if she can sleep there that night. David does not realise that she wants to stay with him for a while, but is now unable to refuse her. He asks himself: “[w]hat game is she playing?” (27). Next to this, Melanie has missed several classes, but David says that he understands. He feels that “[s]he is behaving badly, getting away with too much; she is learning to exploit him” (28). David then realises that “if she got away with much, he got away with more” and that “if they are together, he is the one who leads, she the one who follows” (28). This statement illustrates that power is the most plausible interpretation for this affair. Although David is not really aware of it at first, he notices that desire is not the only reason, but that it has a political dimension. David does not really experience it like this, but it is more out of habit because he thinks he will be able to avoid any consequences.
	His choice of women also indicates that he wants to be in power, because he is attracted to passive and exotic women, which refers to colonialism, where the white man was most powerful and the black woman least powerful. Farodia Rassool from the committee of inquiry refers to “the long history of exploitation of which this is part” (53). David does not deny that he has had sex with Melanie, but does not cooperate with the committee, who actually want to give him another chance. He does not want to admit that his affair was morally unacceptable, although he knows that Melanie “barely comes to his shoulder” and he therefore considers them unequal (53). He does not seem to realise what Desmond Swarts remarks about teachers: “as teachers we occupy positions of power” (53). Not only because Melanie is so much shorter, but more because David employs a position of power and is a white male, their affair is unequal and therefore unacceptable. 
There are several characters in the novel that refer to David’s power. After Melanie’s abuse, her boyfriend comes along and they have some kind of argument. It is a kind of contest where Lurie asks questions about literature and Ryan, the boyfriend, answers while referring to David’s behaviour in reality. According to Melanie’s boyfriend, “[h]e does what he feels like [and] he doesn’t care if it’s good or bad” (33). David knows that this also applies to him, but believes that he might be excused for it without any further consequences. In the past David might have come out clean, but because society is changing he will not be able to elude it. Next to Melanie’s boyfriend, Mr Isaacs, Melanie’s father, also wants to tell David that he has abused his power. When Mr Isaacs has not heard about David’s abuse, he has already noticed that Melanie wants to give up her studies. Mr Isaacs asks if David is able to persuade her to continue her studies, because “[s]he has such respect for [him]” (37). Because Melanie’s father feels powerless, he asks Lurie to help him, because he has the power to persuade Melanie. He also mentions that Lurie “may be high and mighty and have all kinds of degrees,” but after Mr Isaacs knows what has happened, David’s reputation decreases notably. This statement implies that Lurie is a mighty man, because of his degrees and because he is a professor. Later in the novel this is again reaffirmed by Lucy telling David that Bev is “in awe of” him because he is a professor (91). 

Gender
Lucy recognises that people are divided in terms of race, but also and perhaps more importantly in her view, in terms of gender. While David mostly thinks in terms of race, Lucy seems to think in terms of gender. Lucy feels that there is (still) a large gap between the power of a man and of a woman. Although the apartheid system has come to an end, the differences in gender have not yet disappeared. When David visits Lucy, he is proud of her because she is making her own life on the farm. He is also proud because she has “turned away” from men (89). Although David seems to be focused on racial differences, he also thinks about gender sometimes. He thinks he starts to understand more of Lucy as a woman after the three men have attacked them. While he first defends himself by comparing himself to a dog that follows his instincts, he later understands the damage rape does to a woman. Lucy asks him if “males must be allowed to follow their instincts unchecked” (90). David thinks men cannot repress their desires, but when he compares himself to the three rapists, he becomes more concerned about women. He asks himself if “he [has] it in him to be the woman?” (160). He thinks he can identify himself with the three powerful men, but questions whether he can put himself in the position of a powerless woman. Short after Lucy’s rape by the three black men, David thinks about the relationship between men and women. According to David, “[n]ot for the first time, he wonders whether women would not be happier living in communities of women, accepting visits from men only when they choose. […] Perhaps [Lucy] simply prefers female company. Or perhaps that is all that lesbians are: women who have no need of men” (104). David slowly understands that men are much more powerful than women. He first thinks Lucy would report the rape if the three men had been white (159). According to Lopez, “[f]or Lucy, then, unlike for Lurie, the essential fact is not that the rapists were black and she is white, but rather that they are men and she is a woman. The male-female conflict is emphasised over the inter-racial one” (928). For Lucy, the attack does not have racial implication, but gender implications. For Lurie this is difficult to believe, because they have also tried to set him on fire while he is a man. This could be explained by the fact that because he is a man, he is more powerful and has to be made harmless before they can show their strength to Lucy and to David as well.
	To be able to stay on the farm, Lucy, being a white lesbian woman, has to adapt to the new situation. Lucy and her neighbour Ettinger “find themselves living in a more pressured, populous, and dangerous world” (Coleman 600). According to Coleman, “[t]hey have three options: adaptation to the new dispensation, migration or extinction” (600). David would choose to migrate because he is not very flexible. Ettinger seems to choose for extinction, because Lucy thinks his gun and fences will not save him. Bev explains to Lurie that “[w]omen are adaptable. Lucy is adaptable” (210). Because Lucy is able to adapt, she seems to have the most chance to survive in the country. According to Coleman, “[i]n comparison with her father [and with her (male) neighbour Ettinger], Lucy is adaptable, but the terms on which she must negotiate in order to survive form the controversial and troubling heart of Disgrace” (600). Lucy understands that she must adapt to the shift in power although men were also more powerful during the apartheid period, but she did not have to fear white men back then. As a woman it is cleverer to adapt, which brings consequences with it. 
	Because Lucy decides to adapt, she must also pretend that the rape never took place. Her decision to keep silent is a sign of her powerlessness. Lucy knows that it would not help if she reports the rape to the police; on the contrary, it would mean that she is going against the new situation which will only bring her more trouble. After Lucy’s rape, David immediately searches for an explanation of what has happened. According to David, there is the “risk to own anything: a car, a pair of shoes, a packet of cigarettes” (98). He thinks that there are “[t]oo many people, too few things” and he later adds that everything there is must go into circulation, which happens to women as well (98). David continues that “[t]here must be some niche in the system for women and what happens to them” (98). David thinks that black men compare white women with objects such as cars, shoes or cigarettes. According to Coleman, “[t]he answer to the question about women’s ‘niche’- the place women must construct in order to adapt to a dynamic evolutionary system – is a bleak one, summed up in Lucy’s decision to remain silent about the rape and allow herself to be stripped of everything she has built up on the farm” (607). Lucy feels that her only option is to remain silent, because she is ashamed, but perhaps also because revealing it would enrage the rapists. Lucy does not underestimate the power of the black men and she therefore wants to do what is best for herself and for the men. 
	In David’s view, black men seem to want to teach white women a lesson about the new power distribution. According to Coleman, “[f]or Lurie, the pregnant Lucy’s place –her niche– amounts to a very pessimistic view of the racial, sexual, and social compact evolving in the new South Africa” (607). In other words, since the abolition of apartheid, white men, but especially white women have lost power and have a bleak future in which they will have to ask black men for protection. Lucy wants to be protected by Petrus, but she must pay her price for it. She needs his protection, because the three men have “put her in her place” (115). David thinks Lucy should have told the real story about the rape, because now he feels that the rapists are the owners of the story (115). The rapists only tell what has happened from their point of view. They tell “[h]ow they put her in her place, how they showed her what a woman was for” (115). To Lucy it is more a matter of land, because “[t]hey see me as owing something” she explains to her father (158). The three black men bear a grudge against whites, which suits Petrus because he desires Lucy’s land, and by manipulating the three men, he gets them to attack Lucy and David and chase them into his hands. Lucy and Bev explain to David that his view does not apply to the situation, because he will forever be the outsider of the rape. According to Coleman, Lucy and David grow further apart because of their gender difference (609).
	Petrus’s behaviour shows that men are more desired than women in their society, perhaps because they have more power. When David asks about Petrus’s unborn child, he keeps mentioning that he hopes “he will be a boy” and that they “are praying for a boy” (130). Petrus explains to David that boys can teach girls how to behave and that girls are only very expensive (130). He says he does not have anything against girls, but “a boy is better” (130). Petrus seems to think that men are able to provide for themselves, while women have to be provided for. On the other hand, he does not seem to mind that he has to provide for women, because he has two wives. It is probably not possible for a black woman to have two husbands, but because men are more powerful they can have several wives if they want to.

Race and Certain Kinds of People
Although the novel is set in a post-apartheid situation, after the shift in power from white to black, there is clearly no rainbow nation where people of different race live together peacefully. In Disgrace, there is still a racial division which shows the difference between the power of white and black men. According to Lopez, “[a]partheid dictated that one’s race constituted one’s kind and one’s filiation, and saw as the most sacred obligation that of staying with one’s own (racial) kind” (931). It seems that the characters in Disgrace still judge others by their appearance, because there are still different kinds of people. In the novel, white men are no longer most powerful because of the power shift. When David goes back to Cape Town he meets Ryan again, Melanie’s boyfriend, who asks him whether he has learnt his “lesson” (Lopez 931). The lesson is that David should “[s]tay with [his] own kind” (194). Ryan has not forgotten the lesson apartheid wanted to teach and also still wants to apply it in some way. David is offended by Ryan’s remark about kinds: “who is this boy to tell him who his kind are?” (194). 
	When David is told about different kinds of people he reacts offended, while he himself seems to like his superior position that had been his birthright as a white male. When he still works at the university he has lunch with a new secretary who tells him that “[y]ou people had it easier” (8). David does not seem to understand and asks “[y]ou people? [...] [w]hat people?” (9). It seems that David is shocked by the distinction between kinds of people. This reference to kinds is not about race, but about generation. Somehow it seems that David’s reaction means that he rather does not want to distinguish different kinds of people, but it turns out that he always profited from his powerful position.
	Although David reacts bewildered when people make distinctions between several kinds, he is actually the one who secretly and perhaps unconsciously always divides people into categories of race and gender. This does not make him a racist. Although he lives in the post-apartheid period, his generation might be used to these categories. According to Coleman, David has the “habit of thinking predominantly in terms of racial difference” (598). Coleman explains that “[i]n regarding Africans like Petrus anthropologically –as the other to be investigated– Lurie identifies himself firmly with the culture of Europe” (598). David draws a boundary between European and South African culture. When he is locked up in the toilet, and without power to protect his daughter, he reflects:
He speaks Italian, he speaks French, but French and Italian will not save him here in darkest Africa. He is helpless, an Aunt Sally, a figure from a cartoon, a missionary in cassock and topi waiting with clasped hands and upcast eyes while the savages jaw away in their own lingo preparatory to plunging him into their boiling cauldron. (95)
David feels that there is another culture in the country of which he is no part. He holds on to the idea of a group of whites with their own culture and a group of blacks with their own culture. For David it seems to be impossible that these two groups will form one culture and coexist peacefully. He is bewildered by the idea of Petrus marrying Lucy and “he cannot believe his ears” (202). He explains to Petrus that “[t]his is not how we do things” (202). David adds that “he is on the point of saying, We Westerners” (202). David still thinks that Petrus should know that it is uncommon to marry three wives, but this is no longer the case since the abolition of apartheid. Petrus no longer has to live the way ‘westerners’ do. This does not mean that David does not want Lucy to marry Petrus because he is black, but because this is uncommon in his culture. For David, it is unacceptable that Petrus wants to marry his daughter only for her piece of land, because this would not happen in European cultures, but this does not make him a racist.
	David treats Pollux as if he is some kind of insane boy, because his behaviour is unacceptable in David’s view. Because Pollux does something unforgivable, David’s behaviour is not racist. He thinks that “[s]omething is wrong with [Pollux], wrong in his head. A violent child in the body of a young man” (207). Lucy agrees with her father and says he is a “disturbed child” (208). Although David’s opinion about Pollux seems justified, there is also a somewhat racist influence of which David seems to be unaware. According to David, “[i]n the old days we had a word for people like him. Deficient. Mentally deficient. Morally deficient. He should be in an institution” (208). David wants to separate Pollux and put him away. The old days refer to the days when apartheid was still acceptable. According to Coleman, “[r]acist notions that adult Africans are arrested developmentally –that they are children– have a long history in proslavery discourse, and they crop up pervasively in apartheid ideology” (603). During the apartheid period, it was quite normal that blacks were compared to children or were considered mentally deficient and it was therefore acceptable to separate them from the ‘normal’ whites. Lucy thinks David is very racist and tells him that he talks “reckless talk” and that “if he want[s] to think like that [he should] keep it to [himself]” (208). According to Coleman, “Lucy’s position here is consistent with her earlier rejection of her father’s exclusive focus on race and economics as the reason for her rape” (603). Because David calls Pollux “mentally deficient,” Lucy thinks David is racist, but this is not a purely racist verdict. It is more that because of the attack, his racism, which he perhaps thought he had overcome, emerges again in the old stereotypes. According to David, “[p]hrases that all his life he has avoided seem suddenly just and right: Teach him a lesson, Show him his place. So this is what it is like, he thinks! This is what it is like to be a savage!” (206). This is a problematical case because it is difficult to blame David of being a racist when black men have raped his daughter. The novel does not seem to condone the behaviour of the rapists, or of Petrus; rather, it asks what example whites like Lurie have set themselves. Lurie becomes more racist as the plot develops, but also becomes more aware of it. 
	David has difficulties with Petrus’s increase and his own decrease of power. According to Lopez, “Lurie feels confused by the radical transformation of the relationships of power and place, which he has not chosen and finds hard to accept” (929). Lopez adds that David “is puzzled by his inability to define Petrus’s function and role according to traditional categories” (929). David explains that they live too close to Petrus and that this does not feel right (127). He probably feels uneasy because of the change of power. Petrus is no longer a slave or “hired help,” but he seems to be a neighbour (117). This is new for him and he therefore feels uncomfortable with the idea. According to Coleman, “[f]or Lurie the bonds of kin –‘my’ people as opposed to ‘your’ people- are troubled by Lucy’s decision to move towards Petrus for protection” (609). This statement also shows that David still thinks in terms of kinds. Lucy does not only betray her race, but also her class, because she becomes Petrus’s “bywoner” (204). Apartheid wanted people to stick to race and because David wants to retain the privileges of a white male, he finds it difficult to accept Lucy’s decision.  


David’s Loss of Power
As mentioned before, David loses his power in all sorts of ways. He has to resign, which means he loses power professionally and even before that he had to become professor of communications while he once was a professor of modern languages. Due to a “great rationalization” David was forced to teach communications (3). Next to this, David is told by his first wife Rosalind that he is becoming an old man. While he used to be a womanizer, David loses his good looks and his “degree of magnetism” has diminished. David therefore also loses the power to attract women. The three attackers are part of the cause, because they try to set him on fire, which damages his scalp and ear. A day after the attack, David confesses that “[t]he events of yesterday have shocked him to the depths. The trembling, the weakness are only the first and most superficial signs of that shock” (107). It seems that David realises that the situation in Cape Town was different because the majority of people were white there. He also realises the reversal of power relations, which leaves him powerless. David confesses that “[f]or the first time he has a taste of what it is like to be an old man, tired to the bone, without hopes, without desires, indifferent to the future” (107). David comprehends that the attack has affected him and that “he is bleeding” (107). After the attack he is even more aware of the reversal of power relations.
	Not only after the attack, but also during it, David knows that he lacks power to act. The attackers beat him and lock him up in the lavatory where he blacks out. When David awakes, he realises “[t]hat his child is in the hands of strangers. In a minute, in an hour, it will be too late; whatever is happening to her will be set in stone, will belong to the past. But now it is not too late. Now he must do something” (94). When David tries to break out and rescue Lucy, one of the attackers threatens him with a bottle. According to David, “[h]is face is placid, without a trace of anger. [...] If it entails hitting him with a bottle, he will hit him, hit him as many times is necessary, if necessary break the bottle too” (94). David cannot try to help Lucy, because the men outnumber him and are much stronger. David realises that he is powerless, unable to protect his daughter. 
	Lucy tries to explain to her father that they are both powerless if they will not adapt. Lucy wants to accept Petrus’s offer of protection in exchange for her land because she knows she needs his help:
Objectively I am a woman alone. I have no brothers. I have a father, but he is far away and anyhow powerless in the terms that matter here. To whom can I turn for protection, for patronage? To Ettinger? It is just a matter of time before Ettinger is found with a bullet in his back. Practically speaking, there is only Petrus left. (204)
Although David does not want Lucy to marry Petrus, she makes it clear that she has no choice. David has to accept that Lucy will be safer when Petrus looks out for her. White people cannot live alone on a farm in the country any more. They will have to realise that black people are in power now.

Power Shift
David first notices that the power in South Africa is shifting when he hears about Petrus’s development. Lucy tells him that Petrus is her “new assistant. In fact, since March co-proprietor” (62). Coleman mentions that Petrus is Lucy’s “newly empowered neigbor” (210). Lucy explains to David that “Petrus is busy establishing his own lands” and that “he has played his cards right [so] he could get a second grant to put up a house” (76-7). David would not believe it if Lucy had not told him, but Petrus “is a man of substance” (77). Somehow it seems David sees him more as a farm hand. Lucy adds that she “can’t order Petrus about. He is his own master” (114). According to Lopez, 
[i]n the first years of South African democracy, the existing system of property in land, together with the power relations associated with it, was being superseded and reformed, and as we see in Disgrace, particularly in Petrus’s development throughout the novel from labour tenant to farm manager, the effects of these measures were especially felt in the rural areas, where everything revolves around the property and distribution of the land. (925)
Petrus is the prime example of a black man who gains more power after the abolition of apartheid.
	When David works together with Petrus, he notices that Petrus is not just a “hired help,” but that he is independent (116). When David and Petrus go to the market together, David compares the situation to “the old days” (116). David notices that “Petrus does what needs to be done, and that is that” (116). David does not have to give him orders, because they are not “baas en Klaas” like during the apartheid period (116). David seems to realise the power shift and so does Petrus: “[i]t is a new world they live in, he and Lucy and Petrus. Petrus knows it and he knows it, and Petrus knows that he knows it” (117). Petrus knows about this change and does not only want to be treated equally, but also wants to expand his land.
	David thinks that Lucy’s rape was instigated by Petrus because he wants her piece of land. David knows that “Petrus will not be content to plough forever his hectare and a half [...] Petrus would like to take over Lucy’s land” (117). David’s view of Petrus is even bleaker because he thinks “Petrus has a vision of the future in which people like Lucy have no place” (118). David also thinks it is suspicious that Petrus is mysteriously away when the attack takes place. According to Coleman, David thinks Petrus is “complicit in some way in her gang rape” (597). The rape is to show Lucy and David how powerless they are and how powerful Petrus is. According to Coleman, “Lurie’s concept of a conflict between different sides is racially inflected: symbolically, the rape signals for him a transference of supremacy from one side to another” (603). Coleman adds that the three rapists “show Lurie that in competitive, evolutionary terms, black seed prevails over white, youth over age” (605). Lopez explains that “[a]cts of intrusion in Disgrace point to the conflicts and uncertainties reigning in post-apartheid South Africa, given the new conditions for sharing rural and urban space by all racial and social groups” (926). The attack could be a revenge of the black South Africans for the past in which only whites had power. According to Lopez, “the attack suffered by Lucy and Lurie on the farm is the event that most explicitly highlights the end of white privilege over the land” (927). According to T. F. Strode, the rape is “a propriety act – it is a taking possession of her body by black males in a particular geographical zone who act as if by a right of ownership” (qtd in Lopez 925). Although the attackers shoot the dogs, steal the car, and harm Lucy and David, it is all about the land. Although it remains ambiguous what Petrus has to do with the attack it is clear that he wants to have Lucy’s land. Petrus benefits from the attack and if he really planned it, it shows his power, because his goal succeeds. 
	It is very important that Petrus is able to gain more land. Lucy tells David that they are invited to the party Petrus gives “because of the land transfer” (124). Lucy explains how significant this is for Petrus and that it “is a big day in Petrus’s life” (128). In the past, black men were not allowed to choose a piece of land and therefore Petrus gives a party to exhibit his power now he will become owner of a fertile piece of land. When David visits Cape Town and comes back again, he confesses that “it feels like a foreign land” (197). He notices that a fence “marks the boundary between Lucy’s property and Petrus’s” (197). David thinks Petrus’s house “must cast a long shadow” in the mornings now his house has become reality (197). The house and its ‘long shadow’ are signs of Petrus’s power because now he is able to cast a shadow with his own house.
	Now that Petrus has established his own house, he wants to have Lucy’s farm as well. Lucy is powerless as a white woman and she knows Petrus’s power. When David hears that Pollux stays with Petrus, he becomes angry because Petrus has lied about Pollux. Lucy knows that it is not in her power “to order him off the property” because he is Petrus’s family (200). David thinks this is unacceptable because he has not yet accepted the power reversal. Lucy realises straight away that it would be “safer to become part of his establishment” (203). She explains to David that Petrus does not want to marry her out of love, but for her dowry which is her farm (203). She explains that “[h]e is offering an alliance, a deal. I contribute to the land, in return for which I am allowed to creep under his wing” (203). She knows that she will be in danger if she refuses because she is without protection or power. Lucy tells David that she should “start at ground level” because the power shift forces her to do so. According to Lopez, “Disgrace shows that one of the fundamental differences between the old and the new South Africa is the white person’s loss of spatial privilege and topographical control” (936). Lopez adds that land and property are the most important things in the novel (937). Lucy accepts that Petrus is in power now and she does not seem to mind much because she is able to adapt, unlike her father.
	Although David fights for it throughout the novel, he finally accepts that the power in South Africa has shifted due to the abolition of apartheid. David confesses that he is “too old to change” (209). He also tells that he thinks that “a curtain seems to have fallen” between his and Lucy’s generation (210). The curtain refers to the power shift from white to black. Coleman adds that “Lurie has begun to understand in more concrete terms how it is in Lucy’s self-interest to join the dominant group” (604). It seems that David has finally accepted that a reversal of power relations has taken place and that Lucy will be safe because of Petrus’s protection.

Conclusion
This novel by Coetzee is a post-apartheid novel, but is concerned with issues that still belong to apartheid. Power and the reversal of power are very significant in the novel, because everybody has to cope with it. For black people this is much easier, because they have finally found power, while white people have to find out how to behave and adapt because they lose power. But race is not the only issue, according to Lopez: “Disgrace, questions the equation between one’s kind and one’s race, and does it by depicting a wide range of hostilities and conflicts in which not only race comes into play, but also gender, generation, sexuality, or social and geographical background” (931). Gender is important in the novel, because women still have less power than men, which is why David has unbalanced relationships with women. Just like Petrus, David seems to be obsessed with power and property, but Petrus is black and he is newly empowered while David has to accept that his power diminishes. Lucy has to deal with gender and racial issues, because she is a white woman living in the countryside where black men are trying to claim parts of the land. David seems to have most trouble with the end of apartheid because he really misses his power and he is used to judge people in terms of gender and race. David realises that he has been wrong in the past because the blacks are a caricature of his past behaviour. David loses power in many different ways and that might be the reason why he does not want to accept Petrus’s power, but in the end he has to accept the reversal of power relations in South Africa.








The themes of racial segregation, gender, roles that belong to people, possession, power, and the shift in power are themes that are elaborately explored in Coetzee’s In the Heart of the Country and Disgrace, and in Gordimer’s July’s People. In Coetzee’s In the Heart of the Country, Magda first takes over her father’s power and then attempts to distribute her power evenly, although she wants to have a bit more power than her servants. The power then shifts from Magda to Hendrik, but this is only a contained power shift because other people will not accept this dominant behaviour from a black person. Hendrik and Klein Anna realise this and leave the farm for their own safety. This novel is set before apartheid, but its society employs the rules of apartheid. 
In Gordimer’s July’s People, the power shift takes place during a black revolution in which whites have to escape the city in order to survive. The blacks take over power and the white family struggles with their new situation. Their black servant July has rescued them, but realises he is in power now, while the Smales have to accept that they are dependants of July. The characters try to grow accustomed to the new situation, but are unable to adapt fully. 
Coetzee’s Disgrace is set after the abolition of apartheid. Because David Lurie feels that he has not been confronted with the consequences of this abolition yet, he still has his own habits. When he abuses his power to seduce a non-white student, he is confronted with his decline of power. David is unable to accept this and goes to his daughter in the countryside, perhaps to escape his loss of power. When David is there, however, he finds out that black men are more powerful than he is over there. It seems that the balance of power is still uneven because the blacks seem to want to compensate for past crimes by the whites. It is difficult for David to adapt because he has been thinking in terms of gender and race all his life.
 The message of the novels seems to be that power is problematic and when it shifts, it causes consequences for the characters. The themes of race and gender also cause problems that are linked to power. The characters seem to be unable to cope with the power shift, although some of them in the end accept the change of their situation. Lucy from Disgrace seems to understand why the power shift has taken place and is therefore able to accept it and to adapt, while it is much more difficult for her father to accept because he is used to the apartheid system where he was more powerful than black men, and much more powerful than black women. Although Magda seems to have accepted her situation at the end of the novel, she is unable to cope with the change because she seems to live only in her head. When she takes over her father’s power, she is unable to deal with it and when the black servant takes over her power, she seems to become even more mentally disturbed. Maureen from July’s People is also unable to adapt, because she cannot deal with the change of relations with her husband and with her servant. Maureen is most desperate to escape because she longs to civilization with her old life standards as a white female. Although Maureen’s husband seems to handle it better than her, his self image also changes, because his sense of manhood seems to disappear. This also seems to be the case with David in Disgrace, because he no longer sees himself as a ladies’ man and no longer needs to solve “the problem of sex” (1). All the characters are influenced by the power shift, because many of them lose their self-confidence and are unable to cope with the change the shift causes to their relations. The power shift therefore has psychological consequences. Because Gordimer and Coetzee are unwilling to tolerate the silence about the unfair power distribution of apartheid, they both started writing about (the consequences of) a power shift.
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VERKLARING: INTELLECTUEEL EIGENDOM 

De Universiteit Utrecht definieert het verschijnsel “plagiaat” als volgt:

Van plagiaat is sprake bij het in een scriptie of ander werkstuk gegevens of tekstgedeelten van anderen overnemen zonder bronvermelding. Onder plagiaat valt onder meer: 
het knippen en plakken van tekst van digitale bronnen zoals encyclopedieën of digitale tijdschriften zonder aanhalingstekens en verwijzing;
het knippen en plakken van teksten van het internet zonder aanhalingstekens en verwijzing;
het overnemen van gedrukt materiaal zoals boeken, tijdschriften of encyclopedieën zonder aanhalingstekens of verwijzing;
het opnemen van een vertaling van bovengenoemde teksten zonder aanhalingstekens en verwijzing;
het parafraseren van bovengenoemde teksten zonder verwijzing. Een parafrase mag nooit bestaan uit louter vervangen van enkele woorden door synoniemen;
het overnemen van beeld-, geluids- of testmateriaal van anderen zonder verwijzing en zodoende laten doorgaan voor eigen werk;
het overnemen van werk van andere studenten en dit laten doorgaan voor eigen werk. Indien dit gebeurt met toestemming van de andere student is de laatste medeplichtig aan plagiaat;
ook wanneer in een gezamenlijk werkstuk door een van de auteurs plagiaat wordt gepleegd, zijn de andere auteurs medeplichtig aan plagiaat, indien zij hadden kunnen of moeten weten dat de ander plagiaat pleegde;
het indienen van werkstukken die verworven zijn van een commerciële instelling (zoals een internetsite met uittreksels of papers) of die tegen betaling door iemand anders zijn geschreven.

Ik heb de bovenstaande definitie van het verschijnsel “plagiaat” zorgvuldig gelezen, en verklaar hierbij dat ik mij in het aangehechte essay / werkstuk niet schuldig heb gemaakt aan plagiaat.
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